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Renewing Federal Emergency Unemployment Insurance
Benefits: Vital for Women & Families – and the Economy
(Updated December 2012)

Persistently high unemployment – and historic levels of long-term unemployment – necessitate renewing
federal emergency unemployment insurance benefits that are set to expire in December 2012.
More than three years after the severe recession that
began in December 2007 officially ended in June 2009,
the slow economic recovery has brought the national
unemployment rate below 8 percent – but job
seekers continue to outnumber job openings by more
than three to one,1 and the ranks of the long-term
unemployed remain at historic levels. As of November
2012, more than four out of ten jobless workers – nearly
4.8 million Americans – had been unemployed for more
than six months.2
Federal emergency unemployment benefits for longterm unemployed workers who have exhausted their
state benefits (typically 26 weeks) are set to expire at
the end of December. These benefits have played a
critical role in the recovery, helping families avoid
falling into poverty and spurring continued job growth
by keeping dollars flowing into the economy.
Allowing benefits to expire while unemployment
remains very high would, according to the Economic
Policy Institute (EPI), contribute to “the single largest
projected economic drag posed by federal fiscal
policy.”3 As Congress debates whether to extend a
number of provisions set to expire in the months
ahead,4 it must prioritize renewing federal
unemployment benefits to help the long-term
unemployed and promote a stronger recovery.

Long-term unemployment is at historically
high levels for women and men.
•	When the recession officially ended in June 2009, the
percentage of jobless adult workers out of work and
seeking employment for 27 weeks or more was at

KEY FACTS
•	The national unemployment rate was was
7.7 percent in November 2012. Congress
has never allowed federal emergency
unemployment benefits to expire when the
unemployment rate was above 7.2 percent.
•	More than four of every ten jobless workers
have been unemployed for over six months.
•	If Congress fails to reauthorize federal
unemployment benefits before the end of
the year, over two million workers will have
their benefits cut off during the holiday
season – harming families and jeopardizing
the recovery.

30.1 percent,5 the highest level in more than three
decades.6 Since then, the percentage climbed to a
peak of 49.9 percent in April 2010 and remained at
43.6 percent in November 2012.7 Long-term
unemployment among adult women has risen from
29.3 percent in June 2009 to 42.3 percent in
November 2012 – a 13.0 percentage point increase.
Adult men’s long-term unemployment has increased
by 14.1 percentage points over this period, to 44.8
percent in November 2012.8
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Percentage of Adult Jobless Workers Who Were Unemployed After 27 Weeks

Source: NWLC calculations from Bureau of Labor Statistics.

•	Older workers are more likely to be unemployed for
long periods of time. In November 2012, more than
half of jobless women (53.9 percent) and men (56.4
percent) ages 55 to 64 had been searching for work
for over six months. More than half of jobless women
(53.3 percent) and more than four in ten jobless men
(44.1 percent) 65 and older also had been searching
for work for over six months.9
•	Many of the long-term unemployed have been
looking for work for much longer than 27 weeks,
making continued federal benefits critical for both
women and men. For example, between December
2011 and November 2012, almost one out of three
jobless adult women (31.2 percent) and jobless adult
men (32.3 percent) were still looking for work after a
year of searching.10

Federal unemployment insurance (UI)
benefits help unemployed workers, their
families, and the economy.
•	Due in large part to federally funded benefits, UI kept
over 2.3 million people (including 833,000 women
and 621,000 children) from falling out of the middle
class and into poverty in 2011.11
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•	Maintaining federal emergency UI benefits in 2013
would generate up to $48 billion in economic activity
and create 300,000 to 400,000 jobs.13

Persistently high unemployment – and
historic levels of long-term unemployment –
necessitate continued federal emergency UI
benefits, which have never been terminated
when the unemployment rate was above 7.2
percent.
•	On June 30, 2008, with unemployment at 5.6
percent,14 President Bush signed into law a new
Emergency Unemployment Compensation program
(known as EUC08) to extend unemployment benefits
beyond the maximum 26 weeks generally provided
through the standard federal-state unemployment
insurance program. Congress has enacted similar
emergency extensions during seven previous
economic downturns over the past 50 years.15
•	During the past 50 years, Congress has not allowed
federal emergency UI benefits to expire when the
unemployment rate was above 7.2 percent16 – and the
current unemployment rate is 7.7 percent.17

•	Because recipients generally spend UI benefits quickly
to meet basic needs, the benefits generate up to two
dollars in GDP growth for every federal dollar
invested.12
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Federal Emergency Unemployment Benefits in Response to Recessions
Federal Emergency Unemployment Benefits in Response to Recessions
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Unless Congress extends them, federal UI
benefits will expire in December 2012.
•	The federal benefits available to workers who have
exhausted their state UI benefits have diminished
over the course of the recovery, as legislation enacted
in February 2012 reduced the total number of
benefit weeks available under EUC08 and the
Extended Benefits program phased out in all states
(see next page).18 Unless Congress acts, no federal UI
benefits will be available after December 29, 2012.19
•	The February extension of the EUC08 program
requires a hard cut-off for all federal UI benefits at the
end of the year (in contrast to prior extensions that
allowed a gradual phase-out of benefits). Accordingly,
all EUC08 payments will end abruptly for all claimants
on December 29, 2012. Workers who lose their jobs
after September 2012 will only be eligible for state
unemployment benefits (26 weeks in most states)
and will not receive any federal UI payments.20
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•	If Congress fails to reauthorize federal unemployment
insurance benefits before the end of the year, over
two million workers will be cut off from UI during the
holiday season,21 and an additional 900,000 workers
who reach the end of their 26 weeks of state benefits
during the first three months of 2013 will not be able
to access any federal benefits.22 EPI estimates that
only about a quarter of unemployed workers will
receive UI if federal benefits are allowed to expire –
the lowest share on record.23

Failure to continue federal unemployment benefits while
unemployment and long-term unemployment remain
painfully high would have devastating consequences for
workers, their families, and the economy.
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How many weeks of unemployment benefits are available?
Most states provide 26 weeks of regular UI benefits to eligible unemployed workers. The EUC08 program allows
unemployed workers who have exhausted their state benefits to qualify for successive tiers of federal benefits if
unemployment in their state reaches specified levels. Under certain conditions, the Extended Benefits (EB)
program allows states to provide an additional 13 to 20 weeks of benefits.
Between June 2009 and December 2011, a total of 99 weeks of UI benefits were available in states with the
highest levels of unemployment – up to 26 weeks of state benefits, 20 weeks of EB benefits, and 53 weeks of
EUC08 benefits.
In 2012, the maximum total weeks of benefits available to jobless workers gradually dropped to 73 weeks, as the
EB program phased out and legislation enacted in February reduced the number of weeks available
under EUC08. Today, only workers in states with unemployment at or above 9.0 percent may be eligible for 73
weeks of benefits; in most states, the maximum is between 40 weeks and 63 weeks. For example:
•	A jobless worker in a state with an unemployment rate of 5.9 percent currently may receive no more than 40 total
weeks of UI benefits (26 weeks of state benefits, 14 weeks of EUC08 benefits). Through May 2012, the same
worker could have received up to 60 weeks of benefits (26 weeks of state benefits, 34 weeks of EUC08 benefits).
•	A jobless worker in a state with an unemployment rate of 8.6 percent currently may receive no more than 63
total weeks of UI benefits (26 weeks of state benefits, 37 weeks of EUC08 benefits). Through May 2012, the
same worker could have received up to 99 weeks of benefits (26 weeks of state benefits and 53 weeks of EUC08
benefits, plus 20 weeks of EB benefits in some states).
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